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Background Background Background Background 

• Historic drought in US southwest since 2000, yet population has continued to 
grow.  See:  https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/144216/drought-persists-in-the-us-southwest

• More people, less water – Water agencies need to find and develop alternative 
sources of supply to maintain quality of life, and resiliency of water supply 
system. 

• One future option is mixing and dilution of recycled water into lakes, called 
Surface Water Augmentation (SWA) by Indirect Potable Reuse (IPR)

• For Arrowhead, SWA could potentially recover 1 foot of lake level

• Before even considering this future option, first need to evaluate travel time and 
mixing of water in the Lake.  

• US Bureau of Reclamation mission includes partnerships with Western water 
agencies to assist with conservation and management of their water resources

• See: https://www.usbr.gov/main/about/mission.html



Recent  partnershipsRecent  partnershipsRecent  partnershipsRecent  partnerships

• US Bureau Reclamation has previously supported water resource work here

• 2008 Bathymetry study in partnership with ALA to determine available volume of 
Arrowhead Reservoir

• 2012 water quality model and study 

• Recently completed study with LACSD on regional wells

• Current study, Reclamation Denver loaning equipment and expertise for water 
movement measurement in two parts of Lake Arrowhead



Current partnershipCurrent partnershipCurrent partnershipCurrent partnership

• Reclamation seeks to develop a user ‘how-to’ manual of best practices for 
monitoring and modeling lake water movement as a first step in considering SWA. 
Completed manual to be available across all of Western US

• 2017: ALA and LACSD agreed to collaborate as community partners where Arrowhead 
Reservoir serves as case study for the ‘how to’ manual

• 2018-9: Reclamation Boulder City and Reclamation Denver offices loaning equipment and 
support for project

• Benefit to community: information generated about Arrowhead that could support 
follow-on studies if ALA and LACSD wish to evaluate future feasibility of IPR

• UNLV role is to work with ALA and LACSD to obtain lake water and weather data, then analyze 
data and generate a report, shared with ALA, LACSD and Reclamation

• ALA and LACSD knowledge of lake conditions and participation by maintenance, operations, 
safety personnel have been invaluable

• Thanks ALA!  Thanks LACSD! 



What UNLV has 
been doing on 
the lake since 
May 2018
to understand
overall water 
movements

• With ALA, monitoring 
lake water quality  
weekly at 5 locations

• Measure lake winds 
at McKay Park, 
Lollipop Park, Tavern 
Bay and Meadow Bay

• Reclamation 
measures vertical lake 
water movement in 
Meadow Bay and 
center channel

• Measure lake inflow 
properties  at Little 
Bear Creek and Grass 
Valley tunnel/channel



Why a proposed tracer study?

• For the user manual,  need to show how to measure travel time of water 
across the lake and mixing and dilution of water as it moves

• Closest analogy:  stir cup of coffee or tea to more rapidly mix (stir) milk or 
sugar throughout the cup

• At Lake Arrowhead, stirring and water movements are wind-driven

• Best way to measure travel time and mixing is with a non-toxic tracer

• Plus, if Surface Water Augmentation is to be considered as a future option, 
California regulations require 2 years of intensive prior monitoring and a tracer 
study before applying for permission to design a system.  See pages 29 and 30 
at: 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking_water/certlic/drinkingwater/documents/swa/apregtext.pdf

• Also, extensive additional treatment capability must be added, tested and continually 
monitored



What are the steps?

• Select non-toxic tracers that can be detected at low concentrations

• Monitor lake water and winds to anticipate rate and directions of water movement and determine 
background concentrations

• Select lake location and depth based on monitoring

• Build a tracer addition system to safely put tracer in lake at intended location and depth

• Develop plan to monitor added tracer 

• Submit plan to Water Quality Control Board requesting permission

• Hold public comment workshops, forward information to Board

• Receive results of review by Water quality Board

• If yes, conduct study!  Add tracer, monitor movement and concentration, calculate travel time and 
dilution and calibrate model

• Example, see City of San Diego North City Pure Water Project links at: 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking_water/certlic/drinkingwater/Surface_Water_Augmentation_
Regulations.html

• Use calibrated model to run scenarios for recycled water release at different dates throughout at least 
one annual cycle 



How would 
study be done 
at Lake 
Arrowhead?

• When: proposed for 
Oct 8, 2019

• How: 

• Place barge with tracer 
system in center of lake

• Add tracer with pump 
at depth of about 40 
feet where it can’t 
come up to surface

• Monitor from boats 
stationed in lake 

• for a week or until 
tracer can’t be 
detected



What kinds of tracers are proposed?
• Rhodamine WT Rhodamine WT Rhodamine WT Rhodamine WT –––– fluorescent dyefluorescent dyefluorescent dyefluorescent dye

• Amount added:  Amount added:  Amount added:  Amount added:  8.6 pounds 

• How to Measure: How to Measure: How to Measure: How to Measure: Blue light makes it fluoresce in the yellow. Measure with a probe and computer 

• Properties:Properties:Properties:Properties:

• Initial color in a thin layer of lake water at 33-50 foot depth like weak cranberry juice

• Detectable to very low concentrations (about 0.01 ppb) Lake background of fluorescing compounds is 0.2 
ppb

• Effects:Effects:Effects:Effects:

• Nontoxic to algae and fish at added levels

• Will not stain fish at added levels 

• What will happen:What will happen:What will happen:What will happen:

• Added initial mixed concentration at 33-50 foot depth would be 200 ppb. (color weak pink lemonade).

• Within 10 hours, expect it to dilute to maximum of 10 ppb (colorless)

• Added dye concentration declines in lake water, by combination of dilution due to mixing and slow 
chemical decay due to sunlight and microbial action



What kinds of tracers are proposed?
• Sucralose Sucralose Sucralose Sucralose –––– artificial sweetener artificial sweetener artificial sweetener artificial sweetener – Add 8.6 pounds Sucralose background in L. Arrowhead is 0.030-0.034 ppb

• How to measure: How to measure: How to measure: How to measure: Collect water samples at depth, pour into containers. 

• Transport containers to UNLV and measure in lab with gas chromatograph

• PropertiesPropertiesPropertiesProperties

• colorless, odorless

• Can detect to 0.01 ppb

• Effects:Effects:Effects:Effects:

• Non-toxic to shrimp and fish at added levels

• Below sweetness threshold at added levels

• What will happen:What will happen:What will happen:What will happen:

• Added initial mixed concentration at 33-50 foot depth would be 200 ppb. 

• Within 10 hours, expect it to dilute to maximum of 10 ppb (almost colorless)

• Why use this tracer too?

• Rhodamine can degrade 1-2% per day in sunlight. Sucralose degrades at much slower rate. 

• Sucralose concentration decline almost entirely due to dlilution. Sucralose can check rate of Rhodamine WT decay



Prepare for study

• Put tracer in 
tank at 
dockside

• Move ALA 
barge to Lake 
center in early 
morning

• When winds 
calm and

• Lake is 
smoothest, 
least turbulent

• Add tracer to 
water at depth

• ALA shoreline 
and patrol will 
support barge 
operation 

Put tracer in lake

• With pumped 
stream of lake 
water from 33-50 
feet

• Put diluted tracer 
into lake at same 
depth

• Have spill 
containment 
trough around 
tracer tank and 
spill control kits 
on barge

Monitor tracer 
movement

• Once tracer 
added

• Monitoring 
boats will circle 
addition area

• and also check 
for movement 
into Blue Jay, 
North Bay, and 
Emerald 
Bay/Dam 

How we will put tracer into lake and prevent spills



Information will help UNLV to              Arrowhead community will

• Determine rates of 
• Horizontal movement of Arrowhead  

lake water at depth

• Vertical mixing (stirring) of Lake 
Arrowhead

• Then

• validate computer model of lake 
water movement 

• we would adjust the modeling 
values so that model matches 
what we measure

• Have access to a calibrated 
hydrodynamic model that can be 
used for future work on: 

• developing a plan for evaluating 
alternatives for surface water 
augmentation, such as 
potentially:

• where to return the recycled 
water,

• At what rate to return to lake

• When during year to return to 
lake



Thank you for your time and attention!

• I would be pleased to answer any questions

• Contact information:

• David E. James, PhD

• University of Nevada, Las Vegas

• Email: dave.james@unlv.edu

• Telephone: 702-895-5804


